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Council File 11-2075-S4 
Case No. ZA-2017-5252-ZV-2A 
6200 W. Hollywood Blvd.
Hearing Date: March 5. 2019 (Agenda Item No. 61

Re:

Honorable Members of the Planning and Land Use Management Committee:

This office represents Blvd 6200 Owner South, LLC, the applicant in the above- 
referenced case (the “Applicant”). This case concerns an appeal filed by the La Mirada Avenue 
Neighborhood Association of Hollywood (the “Appellant”) from the decision of the Central Los 
Angeles Area Planning Commission (the “APC”) to uphold the Zoning Administrator’s decision 
to conditionally approve a variance to permit a fitness studio and accessory uses on the ground 
floor of a mixed-use development in the C4 zone. We urge the Planning and Land Use 
Management (“PLUM”) Committee to recommend that the City Council deny the appeal and adopt 
the findings of the Zoning Administrator with the proposed amendment set forth in Exhibit “A. 99

The Applicant proposes to use a small commercial space on the ground floor of the 
recently completed El Centro mixed-use development for an upscale health club (Prevail Boxing) 
that promotes physical fitness through the art of boxing. The El Centro mixed-use development, 
which includes 507 dwelling units (including 50 affordable units) and approximately 52,136 sq. 
ft. of ground floor commercial space, was entitled in 2007 and recently constructed on a 3-acre 
site (the “Property”) on the south side of Hollywood Boulevard between El Centro Avenue and
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Argyle Avenue. The Property is located directly east of the W Hotel and the Metro Hollywood 
Red Line Station and south of the Eastown mixed-use development.

Prevail Boxing will occupy an approximately 3,700 sq. ft. ground floor commercial 
space fronting on Argyle Avenue immediately south of Hollywood Boulevard (the “Premises”). 
Unlike the nearby LA Fitness at 1628 N. El Centro Avenue and other health clubs in the area that 
provide a full-range of fitness-related activities and services, Prevail Boxing will offer specialized 
services with a focus on boxing classes and related fitness activities.1 The proposed hours of 
operation are 5:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Pursuant to a series of Zoning 
Administrator interpretations over many years, gymnasiums and health clubs are permitted in the 
Cl.5 and C2 zones, but are not permitted by right in the C4 zone. Under the most recent Zoning 
Administrator interpretation on this subject, certain fitness-related uses (e.g., yoga, Pilates, Barre) 
are permitted by right in the C4 zone, but fitness-related uses that utilize fixed equipment (e.g., 
spinning) are not.2 Because some of the activities offered by Prevail Boxing will utilize fixed 
equipment (e.g., suspension training equipment), a variance is required in order for Prevail Boxing 
to occupy the Premises.

The Property is zoned [T][Q]C4-2D-SN.

The Zoning Administrator conditionally approved a variance to allow Prevail 
Boxing to occupy the Premises (the “Variance”) in a letter of determination dated August 1, 2018 
(the “ZA Determination”). As noted in the ZA Determination, the Variance is supported by the 
Central Hollywood Neighborhood Council, and was not opposed by anyone other than the 
Appellant.

The Appellant appealed the Zoning Administrator’s decision to the Central Los 
Angeles Area Planning Commission (the “APC”). At its meeting on December 11, 2018, the APC 
voted 4-0 to deny the appeal and adopt the findings of the Zoning Administrator.

As discussed in the ZA Determination and our letters to the APC dated October 15, 
2018 and December 3, 2018,3 all of the findings that must be made in order to grant the Variance 
can be made in this case, and all such findings are supported by substantial evidence in the record.

i No boxing matches, sparring, or similar activities involving physical contact will occur on the 
Premises.
2 See Modification to Case No. ZA 2015-2348(ZAI) dated April 12, 2017.
3 A copy of our letter to the APC dated October 15, 2018 (without exhibits) is attached hereto as 
Exhibit “B.” A copy of our letter to the APC dated December 3,2018 (without exhibits) is attached 
hereto as Exhibit “C.”
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Among other things, the evidence shows that the City has a long history of granting use variances 
and other approvals for health clubs on properties not zoned for such purposes throughout the 
Hollywood area, which directly supports a finding that denial of the Variance would deprive the 
Applicant of a substantial property right or use possessed by numerous other property owners in 
the same zone or vicinity.4

The Appellant has failed to meet its burden of demonstrating that the Zoning 
Administrator and the APC erred or abused their discretion in approving the variance. 
Accordingly, the PLUM Committee should recommend that the City Council deny the appeal.

Although the findings adopted by the Zoning Administrator are adequate to support 
the variance, we believe that these findings could be improved by adding a paragraph to finding 
no. 1, as shown underlined in Exhibit “A.” Accordingly, we request that the PLUM Committee 
recommend that the Zoning Administrator’s findings be amended as shown in Exhibit “A,” and 
that the Zoning Administrator’s findings, as amended, be adopted as the findings of the City 
Council.

Thank you for your consideration.

Very truly yours,

JOHN M. BOWMAN
Elkins Kalt Weintraub Reuben Gartside LLP

JMB:jmb
Attachments

cc (via email): Jack Chiang, Associate Zoning Administrator 
Craig Bullock, Planning Director, CD 13 
Ernesto Velazquez, Deputy City Attorney

4 See Exhibits “D” and “E.
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EXHIBIT “A’

CASE NO. ZA-2017-5252-ZV 
(COUNCIL FILE 11-2075-S4)

REVISED FINDING NO. 1

The strict application of the provisions of the zoning ordinance would 
result in practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent with 
the general purposes and intent of the zoning regulations.

1.

The Variance entails a request to allow a new 3,707-square-foot health club with 
ancillary office, storage, and physical therapy uses for a boxing exercise/fitness 
studio on the ground floor of a mixed-use development that is currently under 
construction in the C4 Zone. The requested Variance will allow the applicant to 
lease the interior tenant space to Prevail Boxing, a third-party health club 
operator. Prevail Boxing will offer classes and/or workouts that may include 
exercises other than boxing or in conjunction with boxing, including hand- 
weights, dumbbells, suspension training equipment, band-resistance systems, 
jump ropes, rowing machines, and similar training equipment. The proposed 
hours of operation are 5:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m., daily. Recorded music will be 
played in the premises for the proposed use.

The project site is zoned C4. Section 12.16 A.2(p) of the Municipal Code does 
not permit gymnasiums, health clubs or other similar uses in the C4 Zone. 
Additionally, per Case No. ZA-2015-2348-ZAI, which amended the Lists of Uses 
Permitted in Various Zones pursuant to authority contained in LAMC Section 
12.21 A.2, it was determined that fitness-related uses that utilize equipment and 
machinery shall be correlated to a “Gymnasium” or “Health Club,” including but 
not limited to cross fit, spinning, and boxing, and remain in the C2 Zone only. Per 
the Zoning Administrator, “The general purpose of the Zoning Ordinance is to 
separate zones to different uses and to set up specialty zones to encourage and 
concentrate certain uses in an area and exclude others which are not deemed to 
be appropriate for the area. A search of City Planning cases dating back to the 
origin of the Zoning Code in 1946 shows that the original intent of the C4 Zone 
was to establish ‘specialty retail’ shopping districts similar to zoning actions to set 
up specialty districts in New York and Chicago.”

All properties fronting on Hollywood Boulevard between Bronson Avenue to the 
east and La Brea Avenue to the west have a Land Use Designation of Reginal 
Center Commercial to encourage and accommodate major retailers and 
department stores in Hollywood, but these properties are zoned C4 which limits 
the full potential of the property use. This stretch of Hollywood Boulevard is 
located in the Hollywood Entertainment Business Improvement District and 
currently developed with theaters, retail shops, museums, nightclubs, art schools,
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souvenir shops, restaurants, bars, and hotels, which support tourism and 
entertainment rather than “high class” retail activity as envisioned for the C4 
Zone. The prevention of the applicant to provide a health club would result in 
unnecessary hardships as the original intent of the C4 Zone to encourage 
specialty retail shopping districts no longer exists in this area.

The current ITirQlC4-2D-SN zoning for the project site was adopted by the City 
Council in 2007. With the rise of e-commerce since that time, demand has 
shifted away from the types of retail uses allowed in the C4 zone, such as soft 
goods and apparel, to service-oriented uses such as fitness, restaurants, and 
amusement enterprises. Moreover, the tenant space that would be occupied by 
Prevail Boxing fronts on a side street (Argyle Avenue) and therefore lacks the 
visibility and foot traffic that many retailers and restaurants demand. These 
factors have hindered the applicant’s efforts to lease the space, resulting in 
practical difficulties and unnecessary hardships.

In addition, there has been an acknowledgement in past variance actions for 
similar uses in the Hollywood area which recognize a health club or similar facility 
as a complementary use to other C4 Zone uses. A case research shows that 
there are grants for several health clubs along the Hollywood Boulevard and 
Sunset Boulevard corridors around the project site, including the newly opened 
Equinox Gym located at 1550 Vine Street in 2016 along with other full-size and 
boutique fitness studios:

• 24-Hour Fitness, 6380 W. Sunset Boulevard, approved by ZA-98-0463-CUB- 
CUX-ZV-SPR on October 29, 1998.

• l_A Fitness, 1628 N. El Centro Avenue, approved by ZA-1984-790-ZV on 
January 18, 1985.

• l_A Fitness, 7201 Hollywood Boulevard, approved by ZA-2003-5547-ZV on 
June 21,2004.

• Soul Cycle, 6201 W. Hollywood Boulevard, approved by ZA-2014-1652-ZV on 
September 23, 2014.

• Barry’s Boot Camp, 6201 W. Hollywood Boulevard, approved by ZA-2014- 
2721-ZV on December 17, 2014.

The Zoning Administrator also searched “Gyms in Hollywood” in the Google 
search engine, which resulted in an abundance number of health fitness studios 
around the project site on Google Map, including the above-mentioned large 
health clubs, cycling studios, Pilates studios, martial art studios, and private 
training studios. Evidence shows that a land use pattern containing health fitness 
clubs exist in the Hollywood community and that a health-conscious culture is 
also a part of the life style that thrives in the Hollywood community. The project 
site is currently under construction for a seven-story mixed-use development 
containing 507 dwelling units, and there are other mixed-use developments in the 
area containing residential uses, including the Eastown Apartments located 
across Hollywood Boulevard. The proposed health club that offers boxing and

2



other exercise activities will provide beneficial health and exercise services to 
residents who live in the housing units within the mixed-use development and 
others in the immediate vicinity. Also, since there are already many health fitness 
clubs granted and existed in Hollywood, the strict application of the provisions of 
the zoning ordinance would result in inequality of land use rights that are enjoyed 
by other properties in the vicinity. The strict application of the Zoning Code would 
also result in practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the 
general purposes and intent of the zoning regulations.

3
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October 15, 2018

VIA E-MAIL AND MESSENGER

Jennifer Chung Kim, President 
and Members of the
Central Los Angeles Area Planning Commission
City of Los Angeles
200 N. Spring St., Room 272
Los Angeles, CA 90012
E-Mail: apccentral@lacity.org

Re: Case No. ZA-2017-5252-ZV-1A 
6200 W. Hollywood Blvd. 
Hearing Date: October 23. 2018

Honorable Members of the Central Los Angeles Area Planning Commission:

This office represents Blvd 6200 Owner South, LLC, the applicant in the above- 
referenced case (the “Applicant”). For the reasons discussed below, we urge the Central Los 
Angeles Area Planning Commission (the “APC”) to deny the appeal filed by the La Mirada 
Avenue Neighborhood Association of Hollywood (the “Appellant”) and uphold the Zoning 
Administrator’s decision conditionally approving a variance to permit a fitness studio and 
accessory uses on the ground floor of a mixed-use development in the C4 zone.

BACKGROUND

This case concerns a proposal to occupy a small commercial space on the ground 
floor of the recently completed El Centro mixed-use development with an upscale health club 
(“Prevail Boxing”) that promotes physical fitness through the art of boxing. The El Centro mixed- 
use development, which includes 507 dwelling units (including 50 affordable units) and 
approximately 52,136 sq. ft. of ground floor commercial space, was entitled in 2007 and recently 
constructed on a 3-acre site (the “Property”) on the south side of Hollywood Boulevard between 
El Centro Avenue and Argyle Avenue. The Property is located directly east of the W Hotel and 
the Metro Hollywood Red Line Station and south of the Eastown mixed-use development.

Prevail Boxing will occupy an approximately 3,700 sq. ft. ground floor commercial 
space fronting on Argyle Avenue immediately south of Hollywood Boulevard (the “Premises”).
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Unlike the nearby LA Fitness at 1628 N. El Centro Avenue and other health clubs in the area that 
provide a full-range of fitness-related activities and services, Prevail Boxing will offer specialized 
services with a focus on boxing classes and related fitness activities.1 The proposed hours of 
operation are 5:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Pursuant to a series of Zoning 
Administrator interpretations over many years, gymnasiums and health clubs are permitted in the 
Cl.5 and C2 zones, but are not permitted by right in the C4 zone. Under the most recent Zoning 
Administrator interpretation on this subject, certain fitness-related uses (e.g., yoga, Pilates, Barre) 
are permitted by right in the C4 zone, but fitness-related uses that utilize fixed equipment (e.g., 
spinning) are not.2

The Property is zoned [T][Q]C4-2D-SN.

Some of the activities offered by Prevail Boxing will utilize fixed equipment (e.g., 
suspension training equipment). Therefore, while Prevail Boxing will be a less intensive use than 
many other uses that are permitted by right in the C4 zone (e.g., restaurant, medical clinic), a 
variance is required in order for Prevail Boxing to occupy the Premises.

The Zoning Administrator conditionally approved a variance to allow Prevail 
Boxing to occupy the Premises (the “Variance”) in a letter of determination dated August 1, 2018 
(the “ZA Determination”). As noted in the ZA Determination, the Variance is supported by the 
Central Hollywood Neighborhood Council, and was not opposed by anyone other than the 
Appellant.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

The APC may reverse or modify the ZA Determination only upon making written 
findings setting forth specifically the manner in which the action of the Zoning Administrator “was 
in error or constituted an abuse of discretion.»3 As discussed below, the Appellant has failed to 
present any basis for such a finding. Accordingly, the ZA Determination should be upheld.

i No boxing matches, sparring, or similar activities involving physical contact will occur on the 
Premises.
2 See Modification to Case No. ZA 2015-2348(ZAI) dated April 12, 2017.
3 Los Angeles Municipal Code (“LAMC”), § 12.27-L.
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RESPONSES TO POINTS RAISED IN THE APPEAL

The Appellant presents various arguments in support of its appeal (the “Appeal”), 
none of which have merit. The Applicant’s responses to these arguments are set forth below.

I. THE ZONING ADMINISTRATOR HAS THE LEGAL AUTHORITY TO GRANT THE
VARIANCE

Appellant presents various arguments in support of its contention that the Zoning 
Administrator (or the APC on appeal) lacks the legal authority to grant the Variance. For the 
reasons discussed below, these arguments are baseless and should be rejected.

The Variance Does Not “Overturn” the Legislative Determination of the 
City Council.

A.

Appellant contends that the Variance is improper because it “overturns” the 
legislative determination of the City Council in 2007 to re-zone the Property to [T][Q]C4-2D-SN.4 
Specifically, Appellant argues that the City Council imposed a “Q” condition that limits the uses 
on the Property to those permitted in the C4 zone, and that this “Q” condition somehow nullified 
the Zoning Administrator’s quasi-judicial power to grant variances pursuant to City Charter 
section 561 and LAMC section 12.27.

Appellant fails to cite any legal authority for this proposition, which is simply 
incorrect. Appellant’s argument, taken to its logical extreme, would mean that the Zoning 
Administrator would have no authority to grant any variance under any circumstances, since the 
zoning classification of every property in the City was the result of a legislative determination by 
the City Council at one point in time or another. “Q” conditions are simply part of the zoning 
classification for a particular property,5 and do not preclude the issuance of subsequent variances 
from their terms - provided the required findings can be made and are supported by the evidence.

It is also worth noting that City Council did not specifically address or even 
consider the possibility of a health club on the Property when it approved the zone change in 2007. 
Furthermore, the City Council could not reasonably have been expected to predict the all of the 
circumstances that could potentially arise in the future that might justify the granting of a variance 
to allow a use not permitted by right in the C4 zone on the Property. In other words, the mere fact

4 Appeal, pp. 1-2.
5 See LAMC §§ 12.32-G.2 and 12.32-G.3.
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that the City Council imposed a condition limiting the uses on the Property to those permitted in 
the C4 zone (which was superfluous given the C4 zoning classification) does not remotely 
establish legislative intent to forever prohibit health clubs on the Property under any 
circumstances. See Flagstad v. City of San Mateo (1957) 156 Cal.App.2d 138, 142 (in upholding 
a city’s decision to grant a variance for a service station on property zoned for multi-family 
residential use, the court noted that the city had broad discretion to grant the variance 
notwithstanding the city council’s earlier determination as part of its legislative decision to adopt 
the zoning for the property that a service station should not be permitted).6

The City Charter Does Not Prohibit the Granting of Use Variances.B.

Appellant asserts that the Zoning Administrator does not have the legal authority 
to grant “use” variances under City Charter section 562, which states that a “variance shall not be 
used to grant a special privilege, or permit a use substantially inconsistent with the limitations upon 
other properties in the same zone and vicinity.” More specifically, Appellant argues that the 
Variance in this case is “illegal” because “gymnasiums” are not permitted in the C4 Zone.7

Appellant’s argument is specious and inconsistent with the City’s long-standing 
interpretation and practice.8 Among other things, the mere fact that a particular use is not 
technically permitted in a particular zone does not necessarily make the use “substantially 
inconsistent” with the limitations on other properties in the same zone and vicinity. Indeed, as 
discussed in the ZA Determination and below, there are numerous properties in the same zone and 
vicinity as the Property that have been approved for health club uses (including many that utilize

6 Although not germane to the points raised in its Appeal, the Appellant makes several statements 
regarding the 2007 zone change that are simply untrue. Among other things, appellant falsely 
states that the 2007 zone change allowed for a 75-foot height limit “in lieu of the 30-foot height 
restriction in the 1XL Zone,” and that it allowed for a residential density of one dwelling unit per 
300 sq. ft. of lot area “in lieu of the limitations of the existing ordinance at the time (Ordinance 
165,662) that restricted density to one unit per 1,200 sq. ft. of lot area.” (See Appeal, p. 3.) On 
the contrary, as clearly shown in Ordinance No. 165,662, the prior zoning of the Property was C4- 
2D - not 1XL. Under the previous C4-2D zoning classification, the permitted density on the 
Property was one dwelling unit per 200 sq. ft. of lot area, and there was no limit on the height of 
buildings. See LAMC §§ 12.22-A.18(a) and 12.21.1.
7 See Appeal, p. 5.

This argument is also undermined by the language of LAMC section 12.27-U.4, which 
specifically refers to “use” variances.
8
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fixed equipment). Under these circumstances, a determination that the Variance does not permit 
a use that is “substantially inconsistent” with the limitations on other properties in the same zone 
and vicinity is squarely within the lawful discretion of the Zoning Administrator.9

The Variance Does Not “Conflict” with the Zoning Administrator’s Recent 
Interpretation.

C.

Appellant erroneously contends that the Variance “conflicts” with the Modification 
to Case No. ZA 2015-2348(ZAI) issued by the Zoning Administrator on April 12,2017 (the “2017 
ZAI”). On the contrary, the 2017 ZAI, by its terms, simply clarified the term “Fitness Studio,” 
which according to the Zoning Administrator “encompasses a broad range of fitness-related 
activities ...” Specifically, the 2017 ZAI concludes that fitness-related uses that utilize equipment 
or machinery “shall be correlated to a ‘Gymnasium’ or ‘Health Club’” (and therefore allowed by 
right only in the Cl.5, C2, C5, CM, Ml, M2, and M3 zones). In other words, as it relates to the 
C4 zone, the 2017 ZAI merely clarifies that fitness uses that utilize fixed equipment are not 
permitted by right, and those that do not utilize fixed equipment are permitted by right. For fitness 
uses that are not permitted by right in the C4 zone, a variance is required. Thus, the Variance is 
consistent with the 2017 ZAI.

Appellant asserts that the 2017 ZAI “came in response to the improper grant of
However, there is no factual or legal basis for this 

bald assertion. Indeed, the 2017 ZAI does even mention variances, and does not any in way purport 
to limit or restrict the Zoning Administrator’s lawful authority to grant variance to permit fitness 
uses that utilize equipment in the C4 zone.

5510variances for ‘fitness-related activities’ ...

II. THE REQUIREMENTS FOR GRANTING THE VARIANCE HAVE BEEN MET

Appellant contends that the findings that must be made in order to grant the 
Variance cannot be made and/or are not supported by the facts. On the contrary, as set forth in the

9 Appellant implies that this determination merely requires a ministerial decision as to what uses 
are permitted by right in a particular zone and what uses are not. On the contrary, the phrase 
“substantially inconsistent with the limitations upon other properties in the same zone and vicinity” 
(emphasis added) in Charter section 562 and LAMC section 12.27 clearly calls for a quasi-iudicial 
determination based on the facts and circumstances of a particular case.

Appeal, p. 5.10
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ZA Determination and discussed below, all of the requirements for granting the Variance have 
been met in this case.

Strict Application of the Provisions of the Zoning Ordinance Would Result 
in Practical Difficulties or Unnecessary Hardships Inconsistent With the 
General Purposes and Intent of the Zoning Regulations.

A.

As explained in the ZA Determination, strict applications of the C4 zoning 
regulations would result in practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships to the Applicant, 
inasmuch as Applicant would be precluded from establishing a use that is desired by the “health
conscious culture” that is “a part of the life style that thrives in the Hollywood community,” and 
one that has been allowed by the City on many other properties in the area. 
Determination also notes that the original intent of the C4 zone was to encourage “specialty retail 
shopping districts,” which no longer applies to the surrounding area which is currently dominated 
by a wide range of non-retail uses, including theaters, museums, nightclubs, restaurants, hotels, 
and tourist attractions.12 In other words, denying the Applicant’s ability to establish a fitness use 
on the Premises in order to promote a non-existent “specialty retail shopping district” would be a 
hardship on the Applicant, particularly in light of the dramatic decline in the demand for “brick 
and mortar” retail establishments that has occurred over the last decade with the advent of e- 
commerce. Given the nature and range of land uses in the area (including other health clubs and 
fitness-related uses), the hardship to the Applicant is both unnecessary and inconsistent with the 
general purposes and intent of the zoning regulations.

li The ZA

13

Appellant argues that a showing of “hardship” is not enough, and that the Applicant 
is required to demonstrate that the “project” is not “viable” without the Variance.14 In the same

n See ZA Determination, pp. 11-12.
12 Ibid.
13 The Appellant criticizes the Zoning Administrator for considering the intent of the C4 zoning 
regulations, claiming that the Zoning Administrator is “second-guessing” the law. See Appeal, p. 
7. Such criticism is unwarranted and misplaced. By its terms, the first required finding mandates 
that the Zoning Administrator consider the “general purposes and intent of the zoning regulations.” 
See LAMC § 12.27-D. Thus, the Zoning Administrator did precisely what the law requires.

Appeal, p. 4. It is unclear what the Appellant believes would be the “project” in this case. If 
the “project” is the use of the Premises for a health club, then the “project” is obviously not viable 
without the Variance.

14
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vein, Appellant asserts that the Applicant must demonstrate that it would be impossible for the 
Applicant to rent out the Premises for any use permitted in the C4 zone.

These arguments should be rejected, as the relevant case law contains no such 
“black letter” rules for the granting of a variance. Rather, courts have upheld variances based on 
a “combination of elements,” including economic factors. See Allen v. Humboldt County Board 
of Supervisors (1966) 241 Cal.App.2d 158,162 (“Considering not only the physical characteristics 
of the subject property, but also its surroundings and the history of the zoned area, we find a 
combination of elements which are sufficient to sustain the decision of the Planning Commission” 
to grant a variance allowing property zoned for residential and agricultural use to be used as a 
mobile home park); Jackson v. City of San Mateo (1957) 148 Cal.App.2d 667, 668-669 (upholding 
a variance to permit an office building on property zoned for multiple family residential units based 
on evidence showing, among other things, that the property is “undesirable for medium priced or 
more expensive homes because of the availability of more attractive locations”); Zakessian v. City 
ofSausalito (1972) 28 Cal.App.3d 794 (substantial evidence, including evidence of an economic 
nature, supported the city’s finding of unnecessary hardship in support of its decision to grant a 
variance from the city’s off-street parking requirements).

Appellant also contends that the Variance may not be granted because any 
hardships are “self-imposed.” However, Appellant fails to identify any facts showing that “the 
conditions creating the need for the variance were self-imposed” in this case.15 Moreover, as 
construed by the case law, the term “self-imposed” means that the conditions creating the need for 
the variance were caused by some wrongdoing on the part of the applicant, such as knowingly 
constructing improvements or establishing uses in violation of the zoning ordinance and then 
seeking a variance after the fact. See, e.g., City of San Marino v. Roman Catholic Archbishop of 
Los Angeles (1960) 180 Cal.App.2d 657, 673. Here, there is no evidence of any such wrongdoing. 
Indeed, the Applicant had not contemplated a health club use at the time the El Centro mixed use 
development was entitled, and was not even aware of the City’s restrictions on health club uses in 
the C4 zone (which continue to evolve) until construction of the project was well underway.

In its findings, the ZA Determination identifies five other cases in which the City 
has granted variances to allow health clubs on other properties in the vicinity of the Property, and 
notes that there is an “abundance” of other health clubs and fitness studios in the surrounding 
area. 16 In fact, there have been at least ten cases in which the City has granted a use variance to

15 See City Charter, §562 (emphasis added). 
ZA Determination, pp. 11-12.16
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allow health clubs, and numerous other cases where health clubs have been permitted by the City 
on properties not zoned for such use, in the Hollywood area. A chart summarizing these other 
health club uses, along with copies of the relevant City approvals, is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

Appellant argues that the variances and other approvals granted by the City for 
other health clubs in the area prior to 2005, including the 24-Hour Fitness at 6380 Sunset Blvd., 
the LA Fitness at 1628 N. El Centro Avenue, and the LA Fitness at 7021 Hollywood Blvd., should 
be disregarded because these health club uses pre-date a 2005 amendment to the City zoning 
regulations (the “2005 Ordinance”) and are therefore “grandfathered.”17 This argument is based 
on the erroneous notion that, prior to the effective date of the 2005 Ordinance, gymnasiums, health 
clubs, and other similar uses were permitted by right in the C4 zone. While it is true that the 2005 
Ordinance added “Gymnasiums, health clubs, and other similar uses” to the list of uses that are 
not allowed by right in the C4 zone (among other things), the 2005 Ordinance made only “technical 
and clarifying changes” to the City’s zoning regulations.18 Specifically, the portion of the 2005 
Ordinance that added gymnasiums and health clubs to the list of uses that are not permitted by 
right in the C4 zone was consistent with, and merely reflects, the Zoning Administrator’s official 
“Use List” prior to the adoption of the 2005 Ordinance (the “Pre-2005 Use List”).19. The Pre-2005 
Use List clearly shows that, prior to the effective date of the 2005 Ordinance, the Zoning 
Administrator had already determined that gymnasiums and health clubs were not permitted by 
right in the C4 zone. Indeed, if this was not the case, there would have been no need for the 
applicants to apply for, or for the City to grant, any of the use variances listed in Exhibit A for C4- 
zoned properties prior to 2005.20 Therefore, all of the variance cases listed in Exhibit A - including 
those that pre-date the 2005 Ordinance - are relevant to the Zoning Administrator’s decision in 
this case.

Appellant also implies that the variances and other approvals granted for health 
clubs in the area prior to the 2017 ZAI Determination should be disregarded, but does not even

17 Appeal, pp. 8,10. The 2005 Ordinance (Ordinance No. 177,103) became effective on December 
18, 2005.

See Exhibit B.
See Exhibit C. The Pre-2005 Use List - like the Zoning Administrator’s current Use List - was 

promulgated pursuant to the authority contained in LAMC section 12.21-A.2.
Obviously, one would not spend the time and money pursuing a variance application unless a 

variance was in fact required under the applicable zoning regulations (as interpreted by the Zoning 
Administrator).

18

19

20
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attempt to explain why.21 As explained above, the 2017 ZAI Determination simply clarified the 
types of “fitness uses” that are permitted in the C4 zone and has no bearing on the Zoning 
Administrator’s authority to grant variances. Nothing in the 2017 ZAI (or the 2015 interpretation 
that the 2017 ZAI modifies) suggests that any of the variances listed in Exhibit A were unnecessary 
or otherwise diminishes the relevance of these prior cases to the Variance in this case.

There Are Special Circumstances Applicable to the Subject Property Such 
as Size. Shane, Topography, Location or Surroundings That Do Not Apply 
Generally to Other Properties in the Same Zone and Vicinity.

B.

The ZA Determination identifies various special circumstances applicable to the 
Property that do not apply generally to other properties in the same zone and vicinity, including 
the large size of the Property and the uniqueness of the El Centro mixed-use development “which 
accommodates a substantial ground floor component that can serve a variety of the needs of 
residents and other visitors to the area, 
in the immediate vicinity of the Property, stating as follows:

5522 The ZA Determination also cites the nature of land use

Hollywood Boulevard is developed with theaters, retail shops, 
museums, nightclubs, art schools, souvenir shops, restaurants, bars, 
and hotels, which support tourism and entertainment rather than 
“high class” retail activity as envisioned for the C4 Zone.

Appellant argues that the large size of the Property is not a “special circumstances” 
justifying a variance.23 However, there is no legal basis for this contention. For example, in Allen, 
supra, 241 Cal.App.2d at 162, the court specifically cited the large size of the property as a special 
circumstance that supported the county’s decision to grant a variance to permit a mobile home 
park on property not zoned for that use. It is also well-established that the “special circumstances” 
that justify a variance are not limited to those that concern the physical characteristics of the 
property itself, but extend to the characteristics of surrounding property as well. See, e.g., Allen, 
supra, 241 Cal.App.2d at 162 (upholding a use variance based not only on the physical 
characteristics of the property, “but also its surroundings,” including “timber and brush” areas 
adjacent to the property) and Jackson, supra, 148 Cal.App.2d at 669 (citing the fact that the

21 See Appeal, p. 8.
ZA Determination, p. 12. 
Appeal, p. 9.

22

23
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property was adjacent to a “retail shopping district” as one of the factors that supported the grant 
of a use variance).

In short, the finding of “special circumstances” in the ZA Determination is legally 
sufficient and supported by substantial evidence.

The Variance is Necessary for the Preservation and Enjoyment of a 
Substantial Property Right or Use Generally Possessed by Other Property 
in the Same Zone or Vicinity But Which. Because of Special Circumstances 
and Practical Difficulties or Unnecessary Hardships Is Denied to the 
Property in Question.

C.

In light of the City’s long history of granting use variances for health clubs on 
properties not zoned for such purposes throughout the Hollywood area (see Exhibit A and the 
discussion above), there can be no doubt that denial of the Variance would deprive the Applicant 
of a substantial property right or use possessed by numerous other property owners in the same 
zone or vicinity. See Miller v. Board of Supervisors (1981) 122 Cal.App.3d 539, 547-548 (holding 
that strict application of the zoning ordinance would deprive a hotel of the privileges enjoyed by 
another hotel in the same zone and vicinity). Indeed, Prevail Boxing will be much smaller and 
less intense than most health clubs in the area. For example, in 2013, the City allowed the 
establishment of a maximum 69,000 sq. ft. full-service health club (Equinox) on C4-zoned 
property within one block of the Property.24

Prevail Boxing would be similar to Soul Cycle and Barry’s Boot Camp in the 
Eastown mixed-use development immediately north of the Property (across Hollywood 
Boulevard), which were approved by variance in 2014.25 The variances granted for Soul Cycle 
and Barry’s Boot Camp were not opposed by anyone, including Appellant.26

Appellant argues that the variances that were granted for Soul Cycle and Barry’s 
Boot camp should be ignored simply because the applicant in those cases was an affiliate of the

24 See Exhibit A-10. It is unclear why a variance was not required for this use.
See Exhibit A-6 and A-7.
Appellant offers no explanation as to why it has appealed the Variance in this case, but did not 

appeal the 2014 variances granted for Soul Cycle or Barry’s Boot Camp. Indeed, with only one 
exception (Case No. ZA-2016-4691-ZV-l A), Appellant did not appeal any of the variance cases 
listed in Exhibit A. Appellant’s appeal in Case No. ZA-2016-4691-ZV-l A was denied by the APC 
on October 10, 2017, and was denied by the City Council on January 31, 2018.

25

26
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current Applicant.27 However, Appellant offers no legal or factual basis for this argument, which 
is frivolous on its face. The identity of the applicant (or the relationship between applicants) in a 
different case involving different property is simply irrelevant to the question of whether the 
findings can be made for the Variance in this case.

The Granting of the Variance Will Not Be Materially Detrimental to the 
Public Welfare or Injurious to the Property or Improvements in the Same 
Zone or Vicinity in Which the Property is Located.

D.

The ZA Determination correctly concludes that, as conditioned, Prevail Boxing will 
not be detrimental or injurious to the property or improvements in the same zone or vicinity of the 
Property, and no evidence has been presented to the contrary. Indeed, given the location, 
characteristics, and small size of the proposed fitness use, this conclusion seems self-evident.

The Appeal does not appear to challenge this finding directly, but instead 
challenges the Zoning Administrator’s conclusion that the Variance is categorically exempt from 
the California Environmental Quality Act (“CEQA”). The Zoning Administrator determined that 
the Variance is categorically exempt from CEQA as a Class 1, Category 22 exemption under the 
City’s CEQA Guidelines, which applies to the “[gjranting or renewal of a variance or conditional 
use for a nonsignificant change of use in an existing facility.” The Zoning Administrator also 
found that none of the exceptions to the use of a categorical exemption listed in Section 15300.2 
of the CEQA Guidelines apply.

Appellant argues that an environmental impact report is required under the “fair 
argument” test.28 However, the case law cited by in the Appeal concerns the use of negative 
declarations, rather than categorical exemptions, and is therefore inapposite. Furthermore, 
Appellant’s arguments are contrary to the law as recently articulate by the California Supreme 
Court relative to the use of categorical exemptions.

The Appellant does not argue (and cannot reasonably dispute) that the Variance is 
“a nonsignificant change of use in an existing facility.” Moreover, the Zoning Administrator’s 
determination that the Variance falls within the terms of this exemption will be upheld so long as 
it is supported by substantial evidence. Dehne v. County of Santa Clara (1981) 115 Cal.App.3d 
827, 842. In other words, the deferential “substantial evidence” test, rather than the “fair

27 Appeal, pp. 8-9. 
Appeal, pp. 10-13.28
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argument” test, applies to an agency’s determination that a project fits within the terms of a 
categorical exemption.

Thus, the pertinent question is whether any of the exceptions to the use of 
categorical exemptions set forth in Section 15300.2 of the CEQA Guidelines apply. Of the 
specified exceptions, the only one that could possibly apply to the Class 1 categorical exemption 
in this case is the “unusual circumstances” exception. This exception specifies that a categorical 
exemption “shall not be used for an activity where there is a reasonable possibility that the activity 
will have a significant effect on the environment due to unusual circumstances.5529

The standards that apply to the “unusual circumstances” exception were recently 
addressed by the California Supreme Court in Berkeley Hillside Preservation v. City of Berkeley 
(2015) 60 Cal.4th 1086. In Berkeley, the court held that the “unusual circumstance” exception to 
CEQA exemptions is not satisfied by the mere reasonable possibility that an activity will have a 
significant effect on the environment. Rather, the agency’s decision that there are no unusual 
circumstances applicable to the proposed project will be upheld so long as it is supported by 
substantial evidence. In other words, the deferential “substantial evidence” test, rather than the 
more stringent “fair argument” test, applies to the question of whether there are any “unusual 
circumstances” applicable to the project that may result in a significant effect on the environment.

Here, the Zoning Administrator found that none of the exceptions contained in 
Section 15300.2 of the CEQA Guidelines would apply in this case. Subsumed within that finding 
is an implied finding that there are no unusual circumstances applicable to the Variance that would 
give rise to a reasonable possibility that the proposed fitness use will have a significant effect on 
the environment. The nature and small size of the proposed fitness use, its location, and its 
surroundings (including the numerous other health clubs in the area that have been operating 
without adverse impacts on the environment), provide substantial evidence that no such “unusual 
circumstances” exist in this case. Indeed, no evidence to the contrary has been presented by 
Appellant.

Upon finding that no “unusual circumstances” apply to the Variance, there is no 
need to address the second prong of the test discussed in Berkeley, i.e., whether there is a 
“reasonable possibility” that the activity may have an adverse impact on the environment. In other 
words, the “fair argument” test does not apply in this case.

29 CEQA Guidelines, § 15300.2(c).
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For these reasons, the Zoning Administrator’s determination that the Variance 
qualifies for a Class 1, Category 22 categorical exemption from CEQA should be upheld.

The Granting of the Variance Will Not Adversely Affect Any Element of 
the General Plan.

F.

The ZA Determination sets forth in detail how the granting of the Variance will be 
consistent with (and therefore will not adversely affect) each of the relevant elements, policies, 
and standards contained in the City’s General Plan.30 The Appeal, on the other hand, merely 
asserts, without elaboration or explanation, that the Variance is “in conflict” with the General Plan 
because a gymnasium is not permitted by right in the C4 zone.

Appellant’s facile and unsupported argument must be rejected. In addition to the 
reasoning contained in the ZA Determination, it should be noted that the Property’s “Regional 
Center Commercial” land use designation in the Hollywood Community Plan corresponds to 
various zoning classifications, including the C2 zone which permits health clubs by right.

CONCLUSION

For all of the reasons discussed above, the Zoning Administrator did not error or 
abuse its discretion in conditionally granting the Variance, and did not error or abuse its discretion 
in determining that the Variance is categorically exempt from CEQA. Therefore, the APC should 
deny the Appeal and uphold the ZA Determination.

Thank you for your consideration.

Very truly yours,

JOHN M. BOWMAN
Elkins Kalt Weintraub Reuben Gartside LLP

JMB:jmb
Attachments

30 See ZA Determination, pp. 14-16.
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cc (via email): Jack Chiang, Associate Zoning Administrator 
Nuri Cho, City Planning Associate 
Craig Bullock, Planning Director, CD 13
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ELKINS KALT John M. Bowman
D: 310.746.4409 
JBowman@elkinskalt.com 
Ref: 10734-0006

December 3, 2018

VIA E-MAIL AND MESSENGER

Jennifer Chung Kim, President 
and Members of the
Central Los Angeles Area Planning Commission
City of Los Angeles
200 N. Spring St., Room 272
Los Angeles, CA 90012
E-Mail: apccentral@lacitv.org

Re: Case No. ZA-2017-5252-ZV-1A 
6200 W. Hollywood Blvd.
Re-Scheduled Hearing Date: December 11. 2018

Honorable Members of the Central Los Angeles Area Planning Commission:

This office represents Blvd 6200 Owner South, LLC, the applicant in the above- 
referenced case (the “Applicant”). The purpose of this letter is to provide additional information 
in support of the requested variance in response to comments by members of the Central Los 
Angeles Area Planning Commission (the “APC”) during the APC’s previous hearing on October 
23,2018.

For the reasons discussed in our October 15, 2018 letter to the APC, and in light of 
the supplemental information provided herein, we urge the APC to deny the appeal filed by the La 
Mirada Avenue Neighborhood Association of Hollywood and uphold the Zoning Administrator’s 
decision to conditionally approve a variance to permit a fitness studio (Prevail Boxing) on the 
ground floor of the El Centro mixed-use development in the C4 zone.

PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES AND UNECESSARY HARDSHIPS

During the previous hearing on October 23, 2018, members of the APC questioned 
whether there was sufficient evidence to support the required finding that “strict application of the 
provisions of the zoning ordinance would result in practical difficulties or unnecessary hardships 
inconsistent with the general purposes and intent of the zoning regulations.” Accordingly, the 
APC granted the Applicant’s request for a continuance of the hearing for the purpose of providing 
additional information in support of this finding.
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Additional information in support of a finding of “practical difficulties and 
unnecessary hardships” is attached to this letter and summarized below.

Retail Tenanting Analysis

After the APC’s previous hearing, the Applicant retained The Concord Group1 to 
prepare a retail tenanting analysis (the “Concord Study”) of the ground floor commercial spaces 
within El Centro. A copy of the Concord Study is attached hereto as Exhibit D.

As documented in the Concord Study, the rise of e-commerce has significantly and 
negatively impacted “brick and mortar” retailers. Specifically, over the last 10 years (i.e., since El 
Centro was originally entitled), retail demand has shifted dramatically away from the types of retail 
use allowed in the C4 zone, such as soft goods and apparel, to service-oriented tenants such as 
fitness, restaurants, and amusement enterprises. The Concord Study concludes that this 
transformation of retail has directly impacted the pool of viable tenants for the commercial space 
in El Centro, and that the owner “would likely be faced with continued substantial vacancy by not 
being able to lease to any fitness concepts ...” As noted in the Concord Study, these challenges 
are compounded by the location, size, and configuration of the commercial space that is proposed 
for use by Prevail Boxing in this case (“Unit 14”), which further limits its marketability to the 
types of retail categories that are permitted in the C4 zone. The Concord Study further concludes 
that, because of the volume of patronage generated by fitness studios, prohibiting a fitness use in 
Unit 14 would also impair the marketability of other retail spaces along Argyle Avenue.

Declaration of Genny Chang

Since 2015, Genny Chang, an experienced commercial real estate broker with 
Newmark Knight Frank, has been the primary broker overseeing the leasing of commercial space 
in El Centro. In a sworn declaration attached hereto as Exhibit E (the “Chang Declaration”), Ms. 
Chang describes the significant challenges that she has experienced in her efforts to lease the 
commercial spaces within El Centro that front on Argyle Avenue and El Centro Avenue to uses 
permitted in the C4 zone.

The Concord Study and the Chang Declaration, together with other information 
already contained in the administrative record, provide substantial evidence in support of a finding

i The Concord Group is among the nation’s premier providers of real estate advisory services to 
leading U.S. and international developers, homebuilders, financial institutions, and public-sector 
agencies.
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that strict application of the provisions of the City’s C4 zoning regulations would result in practical 
difficulties or unnecessary hardships inconsistent with the general purposes and intent of the 
zoning regulations.

DENIAL OF SUBSTANTIAL PROPERTY RIGHT

There can be no doubt a variance is necessary in this case for the preservation and 
enjoyment of a substantial property right or use generally possessed by other property owners in 
the same zone or vicinity. Specifically, as detailed in our October 15, 2018 letter to the APC, the 
City has a long history of granting use variances or other approvals for health clubs on properties 
not zoned for such purposes throughout the Hollywood area. Because of the practical difficulties 
and unnecessary hardships summarized above, the owner of El Centro should not be denied this 
substantial property right.

A chart summarizing these other health club uses, along with copies of the relevant 
City approvals, was attached to our October 15, 2018 letter as Exhibit A. At that time, we did not 
yet have a copy of the letter of determination for the LA Fitness at 1628 N. El Centro Avenue, 
which was approved by variance in Case No. ZA-1984-790-ZV. A copy of the letter of 
determination letter in Case No. ZA-1984-790-ZV (which is identified in Exhibit A as item A-l 1) 
is attached hereto as Exhibit F for the record. Also attached as Exhibit G for your reference is a 
map showing the locations of some of the health clubs listed in Exhibit A.

CONCLUSION

For all of the reasons discussed in our letter dated October 15, 2018, the Zoning 
Administrator did not error or abuse its discretion in conditionally granting the subject variance, 
and did not error or abuse its discretion in determining that the Variance is categorically exempt 
from CEQA. Moreover, the evidence contained in the administrative record in this matter, 
including the supplemental information provided herein, provides an ample factual basis to support 
each of the required findings in this case. Therefore, the APC should deny the Appeal and uphold 
the ZA Determination.

Thank you for your consideration.
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Very truly yours,

JOHN M. BOWMAN
Elkins Kalt Weintraub Reuben Gartside LLP

JMB:jmb
Attachments

cc (via email): Jack Chiang, Associate Zoning Administrator 
Nuri Cho, City Planning Associate 
Craig Bullock, Planning Director, CD 13
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EXHIBIT “D99

CASE NO. ZA 2017-5252-ZV-1A

HEALTH CLUBS IN THE HOLLYWOOD AREA

Exhibit Address Zoning Description Approval 
Type (Date)

Case No.Name
No.

A.l LA Fitness 7021 Hollywood Bl. C4-2D-SN 47,836 sq.ft. 
Health Club

Variance
(6/21/04)

Variance
(12/13/95)

ZA-2003-5547-
zv

A.2 Hollywood Boxing 1551 N. La Brea Ave. C4-1VL-SN 10,325 sq. ft. 
Gym/Health

ZA-95-0687-ZV
Gym

Club
ZA-1998-0463-
CUB-CUX-ZV-A.3 24 Hour Fitness 6360-6380 W. Sunset Bl. C4-2D-SN Health Club Variance

(10/29/98) SPR

A.4 Golds Gym 1016 Cole Avenue MR1-1-SN 5,120 sq. ft. 
Health Club

Variance
(1/15/97)

Variance
(2/27/15)

Variance
(12/17/14)

Variance
(9/23/14)

Variance
(4/13/95)

Variance
(1/31/18)

ZA-96-0890-ZV

A.5 Orange Theory Fitness 7950 Sunset Bl. (Q)RAS4-1 2,648 sq. ft. 
Health Club

ZA-2014-3985-
ZV

A.6 Barry’s Boot Camp 6201 W. Hollywood Bl. [T][Q]C4-
2D-SN

4,600 sq. ft. 
Health Club

ZA-2014-2721-
ZV

A.7 Soul Cycle 6201 W. Hollywood Bl. [T][Q]C4-
2D-SN

3,600 sq. ft. 
Cycling Studio

6,200 sq. ft. 
Gymnasium

6,875 sq. ft. 
Fitness Center/ 
Gymnasium

69,000 sq. ft. 
Health Club

ZA-2014-1652-
ZV

A.8 Bull Dog Gym 
(originally)______

(Not yet identified)

1626-34 N. La Brea Ave. C4-2D ZA-1995-0201-
ZV

A.9 928 N. Western Ave. (Q)RAS3- ZA-2016-4691-
1VL ZV-1A; CF 17-

1271
Letter of
Clarification
(6/19/13)

Variance
(1/18/85)

CPC-2006-3871- 
ZC-CUB-SPRA.10 Equinox Hollywood 1550 N. Vine Street (T)(Q)C4-2-

SN

A.ll LA Fitness 1628 N. El Centro Ave. C4-2D 55,502 sq. ft. 
Health Club

ZA-1984-790-
ZV

n/a Hollywood YMCA 1553 Schrader Bl. C4-2D YMCA n/aNon
conforming

Unknownn/a Foxy & Fierce 7129 y2 Sunset Bl. C4-1VL Kickboxing n/a

n/a Pure Barre Hollywood 7519 Sunset Bl. C4-2D Unknown n/aBarre

n/a Hollywood Body Club 1764 N. Sycamore Ave., (Q)R4-1VL Health Club Unknown n/a
#307

n/a Ratio Cycling 1306 N. Wilson Place R3-1 Spin Studio Unknown n/a

n/a The Sport Pit 8148 Sunset Bl. C4-1D Health Club Unknown n/a
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Approvals (See Exhibit A for 
details)

9 A. 1 - LA Fitness 

9 A.2 - Hollywood Boxing Gym 

9 A. 3 - 24 Hour Fitness 

A.4 - Gold's Gym 

9 A. 5 - Orangetheory Fitness 

9 A.6 - Barry's Bootcamp 

9 A.7 - SoulCycle 

9 A.8 - Bull Dog Gym 

9 A.9

9 A.10- Equinox 

9 A.n - LA Fitness 

9 Project Site

Health Clubs in the Hollywood Area Approved by Variance
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